Step 1: Log in to your Akeneo account:

If you do not have any Akeneo account yet, please register:
Step 2: Click on the link "SUBMIT YOUR EXTENSION" at the bottom of Akeneo Marketplace homepage.

Step 3: Fill in the extension submission form with the most detailed information possible.

Images:
Market your extension towards Akeneo community thanks to a corporate image to illustrate your module as well as screenshots to show how it works, especially when a fee is required to access the module.

Akeneo edition compatibility:
Warning: Only connectors that use our REST API and have no interface within our PIM are compatible with our Serenity Cloud edition.

Price type: Depending on your business model, you will have to choose "Price type" if your connector is paid or not. New fields will then be asked: be sure to fill in the corresponding fields.
Step 4: After submitting your extension, our Marketplace team will approve your connector information before it is released online.

You will then receive a notification e-mail confirming whether your extension is available on Akeneo Marketplace or not.

Step 5: Once live, you can find all your contributions by clicking on "My extensions" on the top right corner of the Marketplace website:

You will be able to know the status of your extensions (currently being validated or published) or update them if necessary:

If any question remains after going through the above documentation, don't hesitate to contact us!

marketplace@akeneo.com